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ABSTRACT
We aim to identify the birth place of the young pulsar PSR J0826+2637 in order to determine
its kinematic age and give constraints on its radial and spatial (kick) velocity.
Since the majority of neutron star (NS) progenitors are in associations or clusters, we
search for a possible origin of the NS inside such stellar groups. We trace back the NS and
the centres of possible birth associations and clusters to find close encounters. The kinematic
age is then given by the time since the encounter. We use Monte Carlo simulations to account
for observational uncertainties and the unknown radial velocity of the NS. We evaluate the
outcome statistically. In order to find further indication for our findings, we also search for a
runaway star that could be the former companion if it exists.
We find that PSR J0826+2637 was probably born in the small young cluster Stock 7
∼ 3Myr ago. This result is supported by the identification of the former companion candidate
HIP 13962 (runaway star with spectral type G0Ia). The scenario predicts a near-zero radial
velocity of the pulsar implying an inclination angle of its motion to the line-of-sight of 87 ±
11 deg.
We also present the chemical abundances of HIP 13962. We do not find enhanced α
element abundances in the highly evolved star. However, the binary supernova scenario may
be supported by the overabundance of r-process elements that could have been ejected during
the supernova and accreted by the runaway star. Also, a high rotational velocity of v sin i ∼
29 km/s of HIP 13962 is consistent with evolution in a pre-SN binary system.
Key words: stars: kinematics and dynamics pulsars: individual: PSR J0826+2637 - stars:
individual: HIP 13962 - stars: abundances
1 INTRODUCTION
PSR J0826+2637 (PSR B0823+26) was discovered 45 years ago
by Craft et al. (1968). Its spin period P = 0.53 s and period deriva-
tive P˙ = 1.71 ·10−15 s/s (Hobbs et al. 2004) yield a characteristic
age of 4.92Myr. It is a middle-age field pulsar that has been de-
tected in X-rays (Sun et al. 1993). Becker et al. (2004) found that
a power law with photon index α = 2.5+0.9−0.45 already fits well the
energy spectrum of PSR J0826+2637. Adding a blackbody model
does not change the fit significantly. So, there is only little ther-
mal contribution from the neutron star (NS). However, Becker et al.
(2004) obtain 3σ upper limits for the temperature of the polar cap
(< 1.17 · 106K) and for the temperature if they assume that the
emission comes from the whole surface (< 0.5 · 106K). Unfortu-
nately, these temperatures do not allow to derive a cooling age of
the NS. Considering different cooling models (e. g. from Gusakov
et al. 2005; Pons et al. 2009; Popov et al. 2010) a lower age limit
? E-mail: nina@astro.uni-jena.de
of a few kyr is estimated (assuming a 1.4M NS).
Beside the spin-down age the only way to estimate the pulsar’s age
is to do it kinematically. The knowledge of the birth place then also
yields the lifetime of the NS progenitor (hence, its mass) given by
the difference between the age of the parent association or cluster
and the kinematic age of the NS. Furthermore, if place and time of
the SN were known, the radial and spatial (kick) velocity could be
constraint. These quantities are not directly measurable. So far, the
only way to estimate the radial velocity is to model a bow shock that
is created while the NS moves supersonically through the interstel-
lar medium (ISM, van Kerkwijk & Kulkarni 2001). Unfortunately,
for PSR J0826+2637, no such bow shock (nor pulsar wind nebula)
has been reported yet. If the radial velocity was known, the three-
dimensional velocity could be constructed. This is also important
to investigate the spin-velocity alignment of pulsars and provides
further input to study the kick mechanism in the supernova (SN).
Accepting the spin-down age as a rough estimate (or often an
upper limit) of the true age of the NS, PSR J0826+2637 is suf-
ficiently young to trace back its trajectory and identify its birth
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place. Kinematic ages have been determined for a number of NSs
(e. g. Hoogerwerf et al. 2001; Pellizza et al. 2005; Kaplan et al.
2007; Bobylev 2008; Tetzlaff et al. 2011, 2012, 2013; Mignani et al.
2013).
Here, we aim to derive the kinematic age of the young pulsar
PSR J0826+2637 by identifying its birth place. It is reasonable to
assume that NSs are born in young stellar groups such as associa-
tions and clusters since the majority of massive stars are observed
in associations and clusters (& 70 per cent, e. g. Mason et al. 1998;
Maı´z-Apella´niz et al. 2004).
2 METHOD
We apply the same method as we did in preceding papers (Tetz-
laff et al. 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012), so we refer to these publica-
tions for details. We construct a few million past trajectories of
PSR J0826+2637 and young associations/clusters (Tetzlaff et al.
2010, 2012; Tetzlaff 2013) as well as runaway stars (Tetzlaff et al.
2011; Tetzlaff 2013) throughout Monte Carlo simulations by vary-
ing the observables (parallax, proper motion, radial velocity) within
their error intervals. For the radial velocity of PSR J0826+2637, we
assume a reasonable probability distribution derived from the pul-
sar space velocity distribution (Hobbs et al. 2005). From all pairs
of trajectories (NS and association/cluster or NS and runaway star),
we evaluate the smallest separation dmin and the past time τ at
which it occurred. The distribution of separations dmin is supposed
to obey the distribution of absolute differences of two 3D Gaussians
(see e. g. Hoogerwerf et al. 2001; Tetzlaff et al. 2012). Since the
actual (observed) case is different from the simple model (no 3D
Gaussian distributed positions, due to e. g. the Gaussian distributed
parallax that goes into the position reciprocally, complicated radial
velocity distribution, etc.), we adapt the theoretical formulae (equa-
tions 1 and 2 in Tetzlaff et al. 2012; here we use the symbols µ and
σ for the expectation value and standard deviation, respectively)
only to the first part of the dmin distribution (up to the peak plus a
few more bins, see Tetzlaff et al. 2012). The derived parameter µ
then gives the positional difference between the two objects.
This procedure was already successfully applied by Hooger-
werf et al. (2001), Bobylev (2008); Bobylev & Bajkova (2009) and
us (Tetzlaff et al. 2009, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013). We performed
an investigation of (artificial) test cases that showed that it is well
possible to recover place and time of the formation of a NS. If
the former companion to the NS progenitor (if it exists) could be
identified, the kinematic age is well consistent with the true NS
age for 90 per cent of the test cases (Tetzlaff 2013). While the rate
of identifying the birth association or cluster of a nearby NS is 70
per cent, the former companion could be identified for 35 per cent
of the test cases.
For PSR J0826+2637, we adopt the following parameters for
the right ascension α, declination δ (J2000), parallax pi and proper
motion (µ∗α, µδ):
α = 08h26m51s.3833, δ = +26◦37′23′′.79
(Hobbs et al. 2004),
pi = 8.16± 0.80mas (Gwinn et al. 1986),
µ∗α = 325.9± 2.3mas/yr,
µδ = −59.2± 2.1mas/yr
(Lyne et al. 1982),
(1)
where µ∗α is the proper motion in right ascension corrected for
Table 2. Predicted current parameters of PSR J0826+2637 and SN position
and time if HIP 13962 was the former companion.
Predicted present-day parameters of PSR J0826+2637
vr [km/s] 1+36−15
pi [mas] 2.6+0.5−0.5
µ∗α [mas/yr] 60.0± 2.4
µδ [mas/yr] −90.4± 1.9
vsp [km/s] 183+39−32
Predicted SN/SNR pos. and time
d,SN [pc] 707+19−32
d,today [pc] 671+23−25
l [◦] 140.5+1.6−1.2
b [◦] −0.2+0.7−1.4
τ [Myr] 3.0± 0.6
The parameter designations are as in Table 1. Since for an origin in Stock
7, the NS vr was found to be very small, the results given here were ob-
tained using a NS vr = 0±100 km/s in the Monte Carlo simulations.
declination.
Positional and kinematic data of young Hipparcos runaway
stars are taken from Tetzlaff et al. (2011) (see also Tetzlaff 2013).
3 RESULTS
By tracing back the past trajectories of PSR J0826+2637 and a
large sample of young associations and clusters (see Tetzlaff et al.
2010, 2011, 2012), seven associations and clusters were found
for which the NS could have been inside their boundaries during
the past 5Myr. These seven associations/clusters are therefore
candidates to have hosted the birth place of PSR J0826+2637. The
NS either originated in a nearby (< 200 pc) association . 1Myr
ago or in a more distant one (∼ 600− 900 pc) up to ∼ 5Myr ago
(Table 1). In the latter cases a near-zero radial velocity of the NS
is necessary. Two results are given in Table 1 for these cases: (∗)
using a probability distribution for the NS radial velocity according
to Hobbs et al. (2005) and (#) using a uniform distribution in
the range of −1500 to +1500 km/s. Considering the estimated
masses of the SN progenitor star given in that table, it is less
likely that one of the nearby associations Per OB3 (α Per) and
Cas-Tau is the parent association of PSR J0826+2637 since the
predicted masses are smaller than the minimum mass of a star that
can experience a core-collapse SN (∼ 8 − 9M, Heger et al.
e. g. 2003). We note that Hoogerwerf et al. (2001) also suggested
Per OB3 being the birth association of PSR J0826+2637 with
an age of ∼ 1Myr, consistent with our result. Their estimated
pulsar radial velocity is somewhat smaller (∼ 100 km/s), but
for a slightly larger kinematic age (∼ 1Myr), we achieve the
same estimate. However, we consider it more probable that
PSR J0826+2637 was born ∼ 2 − 4Myr ago in an association
or cluster with a distance of& 700 pc in the Camelopardalis region.
To find further evidence for a particular birth place of
PSR J0826+2637, we check whether any runaway star (from Tetz-
laff et al. 2011; Tetzlaff 2013) could have been at the same place at
the same time as the NS.
Among 137 runaway stars that could have come close to
the NS sometime in the past 5Myr, only the encounter be-
tween PSR J0826+2637 and the runaway star HIP 13962 could
have happened inside a possible birth association/cluster of
c© 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–7
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Table 1. Present-day parameters and encounter position and time for possible parent associations/clusters of PSR J0826+2637 (Column 1).
Column 2: predicted separation between the encounter and the centre of the association (expectation value µ and standard deviation σ inferred from equations
1 or 2 in Tetzlaff et al. 2012, but peak value and 68 per cent error interval for Cam OB1 because the equation was not adaptable to the dmin histogram).
Column 3: encounter time τ . Columns 4-8: Predicted present NS parameters (heliocentric radial velocity vr , proper motion µ∗α and µδ , peculiar space velocity
vsp, parallax pi). Columns 9-12: Predicted SN position (SN distance at the time of the SN (d,SN ) and as seen from Earth today (d,today) and Galactic
coordinates, l and b, J2000.0, as seen from Earth today). Error bars denote 68% confidence (for the derivation of the parameters we refer to Tetzlaff et al.
2010.). Column 13: estimated progenitor mass Mprog derived from the progenitor lifetime (age of the parent association/cluster, minus the time τ since the
potential SN) using evolutionary models from Tinsley (1980); Maeder & Meynet (1989); Kodama (1997). Ages of associations/clusters: 7 − 14Myr (Cam
OB1, Schild & Maeder 1985), 50 − 71Myr (α Per, e. g. de Zeeuw et al. 1999; Loktin & Beshenov 2001), 50 − 71Myr (Cas-Tau, de Zeeuw et al. 1999),
12 − 45Myr (Stock 7, Loktin et al. 2001; Kharchenko et al. 2005b; Vande Putte et al. 2010; Ł. Bukowiecki, priv. comm.), 56Myr (NGC 433, Bukowiecki
et al. 2012), 71Myr (NGC 1027, Bukowiecki et al. 2012), 79Myr (NGC 1444, Bukowiecki et al. 2012).
Assoc. µ, σ τ Predicted present-day NS parameters Predicted SN/SNR position Mprog
vr µ
∗
α µδ vsp pi d,SN d,today l b
[pc] [Myr] [km/s] [mas/yr] [mas/yr] [km/s] [mas] [pc] [pc] [◦] [◦] [M]
Cam OB1 62+92−35 3.56
0.80
0.81 −13+29−37 61.1±3.0 −90.0±2.0 173+56−28 2.6+0.7−0.6 827+65−39 776+57−49 144.0+5.8−2.9 1.1+2.8−3.4 & 15
α Per (Per OB3) 17.8, 7.2 0.75+0.18−0.15 315
+112
−43 61.3±2.9 −90.0±2.0 363+111−45 2.7+0.3−0.3 159+23−8 157+21−9 141.1+1.0−0.8 −2.0+1.1−1.1 5− 7
Cas-Tau 68.2, 6.7 0.69+0.20−0.12 367
+102
−65 61.4±2.9 −89.9±2.0 422+92−77 2.7+0.4−0.4 141+28−17 142+28−17 141.1+1.5−1.3 −2.3+1.7−1.3 6− 7
Stock 7a,∗ 0, 31.9 2.1+0.9−0.6 −10+157−102 59.2±2.1 −90.5±2.0 243+114−99 1.9+0.4−0.6 704+15−16 680+12−20 139.3+1.3−2.0 −0.1+0.9−0.2 6− 31
Stock 7# 0, 34.5 3.1+0.7−0.7 −12+52−9 59.6±2.1 −90.4±2.0 187+55−35 2.7+0.5−0.7 695+28−16 661+33−7 141.7+1.8−2.5 0.4+0.2−1.1 6− 30
NGC 433a,∗ 0, 227.7 3.2+1.0−1.0 38
+77
−71 57.5±1.9 −91.1±2.0 518+102−106 1.0+0.1−0.2 1826+78−5 1747+57−10 128.4+1.9−1.4 −3.9+0.8−0.4 & 6b
NGC 433# 0, 196.6 ∼ 4.7 −7+34−26 58.8±2.7 −90.7±1.9 394+29−34 1.3+0.2−0.1 1934+42−41 1840+43−50 128.8+2.4−0.8 −2.3+1.2−1.5 & 6b
NGC 1027a,∗ 0, 26.5 2.1+0.9−0.6 17
+97
−43 59.1±1.7 −90.9±1.8 213+104−59 2.0+0.5−0.5 687+8−12 653+22−9 139.4+0.5−1.3 −0.2+1.1−0.5 & 5b
NGC 1027# 0, 36.2 & 1.5 −36+17−5 61.0±2.0 −90.0±2.0 234+52−12 2.2+0.2−0.4 1335+16−6 1251+29−19 138.9+0.9−0.6 −0.3+0.4−0.8 & 5b
NGC 1444a,∗ 0, 252.4 & 3.8 −59+5−5 63.8±2.0 −89.1±1.8 173+26−9 2.7+0.4−0.1 1069+21−32 973+32−20 148.7+0.7−0.8 3.3+0.4−0.9 & 5b
NGC 1444# 0, 178.9 ∼ 4.1 −82+37−8 61.1±2.7 −90.0±2.0 187+26−8 2.5+0.4−0.2 1055+46−28 997+52−41 144.5+6.1−3.6 4.8+4.1−1.9 & 5b
aSince small vr of the NS were predicted using a vr distribution consistent with the spatial velocity distribution of pulsars by Hobbs et al. (2005) (cases ∗), the calculations were repeated using a uniform
vr distribution in the range 1500− +1500 km/s (cases #). The results did not change significantly (except the SN distance for NGC 1027).
bTheseMprog estimates are smaller than the minimum mass of a star that can experience a core-collapse SN (∼ 8− 9M , Heger et al. e. g. 2003). However, isochrone ages of NGC 433, NGC 1027
and NGC 1444 were taken from Bukowiecki et al. (2012) and are upper limits (Ł. Bukowiecki, priv. comm.). Then, higher progenitor masses (> 8M) can be derived.
PSR J0826+2637. We also considered whether the SN that ejected
both stars occurred outside any association or cluster by evaluat-
ing the significance of the encounters. We compare the probability
of each possible encounter with a reference probability of an en-
counter between a randomly chosen NS and a randomly chosen
runaway star (the idea was originally developed by Chmyreva et al.
2010 and adapted to our work, for details we refer to Tetzlaff et al.
2012 and Tetzlaff 2013).
With this method, we did not find evidence for an isolated SN that
ejected PSR J0826+2637 and a runaway star, whereas the identifi-
cation of the G0Ia type (Turner et al. 2009) runaway star HIP 13962
as a former companion candidate to PSR J0826+2637 supports an
origin of both stars in the small cluster Stock 7. The potential SN by
which both the runaway star and the NS were ejected, was located
well inside the cluster boundaries. Considering Monte Carlo runs
that yield separations between HIP 13962 and PSR J0826+2637
that are smaller than a few parsecs (the smallest separation found
is 0.2 pc) results in distributions of separations between the NS
and the cluster centre and the runaway star and the cluster centre,
respectively, that are consistent with that the SN event took place
at the centre of Stock 7, i. e. µ = 0 in both cases. The standard
deviation is σ = 31pc (in both cases) and consistent with the er-
ror corrected radius of the cluster1. The distribution of separations
1 Due to the uncertainties of the kinematic properties of the cluster, the
apparent radius increases as the (calculation) time increases to the past.. The
nominal radius of the cluster is ∼ 2 pc, Kharchenko et al. 2005a whereas
the error corrected radius Rcorr = 30pc.
dmin between the NS and the runaway star is also consistent with
µ = 0, i. e. they were ejected the same SN event 3.0±0.6Myr ago
(Fig. 2). This kinematic age is comparable to and not larger than the
characteristic age of PSR J0826+2637, τchar = 4.92Myr Hobbs
et al. (2004). The present NS parameters and position of the pre-
dicted SN are given in Table 2.
Turner et al. (2009) propose that HIP 13962 is a member of a pre-
viously unknown sparsely populated young cluster (with an age of
9± 1Myr) that is presently dissolving into the field. The existence
of that cluster is questionable, however. If existing, the cluster is
only marginally detectable as cluster (see Figure 9 in Turner et al.
2009). It is not detectable in infrared data (2MASS JHKS Cutri
et al. (2003), Ł. Bukowiecki, priv. comm., see also Bukowiecki
et al. (2012) for the method of detection). Moreover, the nine po-
tential member stars listed by Turner et al. (2009) do not share a
common proper motion (Fig. 1). Hence, the existence of this clus-
ter is arguable.
The evolutionary age of HIP 13962 as post-main sequence star
is 20±4Myr (Tetzlaff et al. 2011), in agreement with the age of its
proposed parent cluster Stock 7 (13 − 16Myr from isochrone fit-
ting, Loktin et al. 2001; Kharchenko et al. 2005b; 16±4Myr from
kinematics, Vande Putte et al. 2010) and significantly larger than
the proposed age of Turner’s cluster. The age of the cluster Stock
7 could be as high as 45Myr (Ł. Bukowiecki, priv. comm., from
isochrone fitting, see also Bukowiecki et al. (2012) for the method).
Then, the possible former companion to PSR J0826+2637 would
be a blue straggler as expected for runaway stars that were ejected
during a SN in a former binary system (Hoogerwerf et al. 2001).
c© 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–7
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Figure 1. Proper motions of stars that are proposed member stars (rectan-
gles, Hog et al. 1998; van Leeuwen 2007) of a cluster around HIP 13962
(filled rectangle, van Leeuwen 2007), Turner et al. (2009). The median value
is marked as a cross. The dashed ellipse represents the median deviation
from this value. The dispersion is more than 4 − 5 times larger than the
typical value for clusters (∼ 5 km/s in each direction, Tetzlaff et al. 2010,
corresponding to ∼ 0.6mas/yr at a cluster distance of 1.7 kpc, Turner
et al. 2009).
Using an age range of Stock 7 of 12− 45Myr, the estimated mass
of the NS progenitor is m1 . 30M. Further restriction arises
from that the SN progenitor must be more massive than its former
companion. The mass of HIP 13962 is ∼ 12M (Tetzlaff et al.
2011). On the main sequence, this star should have had a compa-
rable mass, since in this mass regime the mass loss is small (∼ 5
per cent, Schaller et al. e. g. 1992). Hence, the NS progenitor had
a mass between 12 and ∼ 30M. This is consistent with that its
mass must be higher than the mass of the earliest present mem-
ber of the parent cluster Stock 7 (HD 15239, B2.5:Vn shell, Mof-
fat & Vogt 1973; Abt et al. 1980, hence mass of ∼ 7 − 8M,
Schmidt-Kaler 1982; Hohle et al. 2010). The mass ratio of the for-
mer binary system is then m2/m1 > 0.4. This is consistent with
observations of massive binaries (e. g. Kobulnicky & Fryer 2007;
Sana et al. 2008).
The present parameters of PSR J0826+2637 as well as the
time and position of the SN if HIP 13962 is the former companion
to the NS are given in Table 2.
If HIP 13962 experienced a nearby SN explosion, the photo-
sphere of the star might be polluted by α process elements which
are ejected by SNe into the ISM at high rates. α enhancement was
discovered in a few sources like the hypervelocity star HD 271791
(Przybilla et al. 2008) and the optical companions of two black hole
binary systems; Nova Scorpii 1994 (Israelian et al. 1999) and V404
Cyg (Gonza´lez Herna´ndez et al. 2011). O, Ne, Mg, Si, S and Ca are
expected to be overabundant in the photosphere compared to iron
(for SN/hypernova yields, see Nomoto et al. 2006). Hence, we in-
vestigated the chemical abundances of HIP 13962.
Based on archival ELODIE (Observatoire de Haute-Provence,
resolution R ∼ 42 000) data, the stellar parameters of HIP 13962
were derived (Kovtyukh 2007; Kovtyukh et al. 2012), effective tem-
perature Teff = 5871 ± 130K (Kovtyukh 2007), surface gravity
log g = 1.2, micro turbulence ξ = 11.5 km/s (Kovtyukh et al.
2012) and projected rotational velocity v sin i ∼ 90 km/s (Turner
et al. 2009). We determine v sin i = 29.0±2.3 km/s. This value is
still significantly larger than the typical v sin i for FG supergiants
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Figure 2. Distributions of minimum separations dmin and corresponding
flight times τ for encounters between PSR J0826+2637 and HIP 13962,
only those Monte Carlo runs are shown for which both stars were within
30 pc from the centre of Stock 7. The solid curves drawn in the dmin
histograms (bottom panel) represent the theoretically expected distribution
(see section 2) with µ = 0 and σ = 13.0 pc, adapted to the first part of the
histogram.
(5 − 12 km/s, De Medeiros et al. 2002). HIP 13962 is a yellow
supergiant at nearly solar metallicity. The abundances for each ele-
ment relative to hydrogen are given in Table 3.
The source has an unexpectedly high Li abundance (Fig. 3). This
can be due to the high rotational velocity (Kovtyukh et al. 2005)
and/or a relatively young age, if the star was a pre-main sequence
star (instead of post-main sequence star) – consistent with a recent
core-collapse SN in its system. The fast rotation can be due to the
accretion from the primary during pre-SN binary evolution. The
Li enrichment is also seen in the case of V404 Cyg (Martin et al.
1992). The most plausible mechanism is thought to be the neutron
induced spallation of CNO elements on the companion atmosphere
(Guessoum & Kazanas 1999). In our case, we suggest energetic
protons and α particles from the SN as the source of the spallation
of CNO elements. So, Li enhancement might be explained by the
spallation on the atmosphere of HIP 13962 due to the SN event.
While it is hard to comment on the whole picture because of the
high errors, the Nitrogen enrichment seems clear (Figs. 3, 4). How-
ever, it is expected in supergiants together with the underabundance
of O, C according to convective dredge up. The low abundance of
Mg and a higher abundance of Na are also observed in other super-
giants (Luck et al. 2008). S and Si abundances are consistent with
that of iron. So, there is no clear α enhancement in HIP 13962. N
enrichment is due to the dredge-up, but it can also arise from mass
accretion from the primary in the pre-SN binary system.
Furthermore, the accretion from the expanding material of the SN
also depends on the binary separation; MSN =Mejct ·R2sec/4a2,
where MSN is the geometric impacting mass, Rsec is the radius
of the secondary and a is the binary separation (Fryxell & Arnett
1981). E. g. for a twin binary with masses 12+ 12M with binary
separation & 800R, the accreted mass is . 4 · 10−4M for an
ejected mass of 10M and a secondary radius of 10R. This is
probably too low to be detectable. However, the mechanism is not
very well understood and searching for α enhancement is still im-
portant.
Another point is that the photosphere is rich in rare-earth ele-
ments (Table 3). Among these features, Europium and Gadolinium
are mostly r-process elements in solar composition (Burris et al.
c© 2013 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–7
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Figure 4. Abundances of α process elements for HIP 13692 relative to solar
values. For comparison, abundances of iron peak elements are also shown.
Additional significant overabundances: [Eu/H] = 0.39±0.20, [Gd/H] =
0.42± 0.20, [Li/H] = 0.89± 0.20.
2000). Compared to the mean chemical abundances of 64 F to
M type supergiants given in (Luck & Bond 1989), HIP 13692 is
slightly enriched in Eu. The nearby SN might be responsible for
the r-enrichment. However, an extended sample of such sources is
needed. Also, without the proof of the α enhancement, we can-
not be sure of the SN accretion as the reason of the r-enrichment.
Surely, another explanation can be the galactic distribution or local
enrichment of r-process elements in the ISM. If this is the reason,
we expect the abundances follow the solar r-process pattern (Bur-
ris et al. 2000) like in the case of CS 22892-052 (Sneden et al.
2003). The s-process pattern may deviate due to the evolved state
of our source. Future observations with higher resolution and sig-
nal to noise will show a clearer picture.
Concluding, we can neither confirm nor reject whether HIP 13692
witnessed a SN in a former binary system due to its already evolved
state.
4 CONCLUSIONS
We searched for the origin of the young pulsar PSR J0826+2637.
In order to account for the uncertainties in the observables as well
as the unknown radial velocity of NSs, we performed Monte Carlo
simulations and evaluated the outcome statistically.
Table 3. Elemental abundances of HIP 13692 in solar units. The errors are
the 1σ uncertainties from the line to line scattering. The uncertainties for el-
ements with only one measurement is inferred from the typical uncertainties
mentioned in Kovtyukh et al. (2012). The last column shows the number of
lines # used for the measurements.
Ion [x/H] #
Li I 0.89±0.20 1
C I −0.06±0.07 6
N I 0.34±0.03 3
O I −0.15±0.20 1
Na I 0.14±0.20 1
Mg I −0.18±0.15 3
Al I 0.11±0.07 4
Si I 0.07±0.07 13
S I 0.02±0.10 3
Ca I −0.10±0.14 4
Ti I 0.10±0.13 5
Ti II 0.03±0.20 1
V I 0.15±0.10 3
V II 0.00±0.03 2
Cr I −0.01±0.20 3
Cr II 0.08±0.20 1
Mn I −0.02±0.05 3
Fe I 0.02±0.14 55
Fe II 0.03±0.08 11
Ni I 0.01±0.13 13
Cu I 0.02±0.20 1
YI I 0.35±0.20 1
Zr II 0.07±0.20 1
Ce II 0.18±0.15 2
Pr II 0.02±0.12 2
Nd II 0.36±0.08 3
Eu II 0.39±0.20 1
Gd II 0.42±0.20 1
We found that PSR J0826+2637 was possibly ejected from
the small cluster Stock 7 with the G0Ia runaway star HIP 13962
being its possible former companion (Fig. 5). The predicted kine-
matic age of the NS is 3.0 ± 0.6Myr. This is comparable to the
spin-down age and suggests a braking index of 4.3+0.8−0.6 assuming
that the initial spin period was negligible and no glitches occurred.
We cannot prove an α enhancement of the runaway star mainly due
to the highly evolved state of the star. Even if there had been an en-
richment, convective mixing concealed it. However, the binary SN
scenario may be supported by the overabundance of r-process ele-
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Figure 5. Past trajectories for PSR J0826+2637, the runaway star HIP
13962 and the cluster Stock 7 projected on a Galactic coordinate system
(for a particular set of input parameters consistent with Table 2) traced back
for 3Myr. Present positions are marked with a star for the NS, an open
circle for the runaway star and a diamond for the cluster. The dashed circle
reflects a 30 pc radius (see footnote 1).
ments such as Eu and Gd that were possibly ejected during the SN
and accreted by the runaway star. Also, the high rotational velocity
of v sin i ∼ 29 km/s is consistent with former binary evolution.
However, we cannot prove that HIP 13962 gained its runaway sta-
tus in a past SN event and stress that the star remains a former
companion candidate to the NS progenitor.
The predicted radial velocity of PSR J0826+2637 is almost zero,
implying a 3D velocity of 183+39−32 km/s and an inclination to the
line-of-sight of the pulsar’s motion of i = 87 ± 11 deg. This 3D
velocity vector can be used to further investigate the orientation be-
tween the pulsar’s velocity and spin vectors, if the 3D spin vector
was also known. Becker et al. (2004) find an X-ray pulsed fraction
of 49 ± 22 per cent (2σ). In principle, with phase-resolved spec-
troscopy, it is possible to determine the angle between the rotational
and magnetic field axes although the current data is not sufficient.
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